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ABSTRACT

The continuous evolution of commercial Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) is fuelling a rapid advancement in the fields of network edge-communication applications for smart agriculture, smart traffic management, and border security. A common problem in UAS (a.k.a. drone systems) research and development is the cost related to deploying and running realistic testbeds. Due to the constraints in safe operation, handling limited energy resources, and government regulation restrictions, UAS testbed building is time-consuming and not easily configurable for high-scale experiments. In addition, experimenters have a hard time creating repeatable and reproducible experiments to test major hypotheses. In this paper, we present a design for performing trace-based NS-3 simulations that can be helpful for realistic UAS simulation experiments. We run experiments with real-world UAS traces including various mobility models, geospatial link information and video analytics measurements. Our experiments assume a hierarchical UAS platform with low-cost/high-cost drones co-operating using a geo-location service in order to provide a ‘common operating picture’ for decision makers. We implement a synergized drone and network simulator that features three main modules: (i) learning-based optimal scheme selection module, (ii) application environment monitoring module, and (iii) trace-based simulation and visualization module. Simulations generated from our implementation have the ability to integrate different drone configurations, wireless communication links (air-to-air; air-to-ground), as well as mobility routing protocols. Our approach is beneficial to evaluate network-edge orchestration algorithms pertaining to e.g., management of energy consumption, video analytics performance, and networking protocols configuration.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid proliferation of Unmanned Ariel Systems (UAS) is benefiting many application areas such as smart agriculture, disaster management, and military applications.\textsuperscript{1,2} Geospatial video analytics with UAS in these applications is popular, and involves a workflow of data processing pipelines to extract environmental situational awareness using videos gathered from multiple perspectives. Currently, deploying realistic UAS testbeds with suitable network edge-communication protocols is time-consuming and expensive due to the constraints in: safe operation, handling limited energy resources, and government regulation restrictions. Moreover, UAS testbed building for high-scale experiments is difficult, especially when there is a need for experimenters to create repeatable and reproducible experiments to test major hypotheses.

Traces from UAS (a.k.a. drone) video analytics simulations can allow for real-time experimentation with edge-cloud configurations, diverse drone mobility models, and control connection status between devices and infrastructure. They also can allow for adaptation/policy experiments in video analytics based on network performance measurements.\textsuperscript{3} In addition, network simulations relating to UAS-based geospatial video analytics algorithms can involve setup of multi-UAV configurations with custom wireless communication and network links (air-to-air; air-to-ground), as well as mobility routing protocols. However, based on our literature survey\textsuperscript{4,5} simulations of drones and networks are not typically jointly designed, which presents limitations in simulations of UAS configurations testing. There are effective drone simulations for measuring flight movements, battery
life, application performance, etc., however they lack integration with relevant network simulators. On the other hand, powerful network simulators exist, however they lack the necessary features to verify UAS-specific issues realistically and at high-scale. Synergizing drone and network simulations can provide benefits to experimenters such as the ability to e.g., (a) test various system configurations such as network security protocols, and (b) implement different flight algorithms (e.g., swarms) before they are deployed on the field.

In this paper, we investigate state-of-the-art approaches on advanced UAV simulators involving trace generation for: (a) network communication between multi-drone edge-server architectures, and (b) computation in drone video analytics covering multiple application scenarios. Based on the knowledge gaps from the literature survey, we propose a trace-based simulation design that uses NS-3 integrated multi-drone simulations among a hierarchical UAS configuration (involving wide-area search and intelligence gathering drones) to serve applications with geo-spatial environmental situational awareness. The hierarchical UAS platform we consider involves low-cost/high-cost drones co-operating using a geo-location service in order to provide a ‘common operating picture’ for decision makers. Our novel approach synergizes network and drone simulators in a manner that shows apparent benefits when running trace-based simulations involving realistic drone video analytics pipelines. We implement a synergized drone and network simulator that features three main modules: (i) learning-based optimal scheme selection module, (ii) application environment monitoring module, and (iii) trace-based simulation and visualization module. Simulations generated from our implementation have the ability to integrate different drone configurations, wireless communication links (air-to-air; air-to-ground), as well as mobility routing protocols. Using our simulator implementation, we run experiments with real-world UAS traces including various mobility models, geospatial link information and video analytics measurements.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present related works and our investigation into current network and drone simulators. In Section 3, we describe our synergized drone and network simulator design approach. Section 4 details the performance evaluation experiments of our approach. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORKS

The popularity of UAS networks, as subsets of MANETs (Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks), has steadily increased over the recent years, especially in next-generation civil applications such as: consumer product delivery, autonomous and mobile environmental monitoring, search, rescue, and disaster management. In our previous works, we proposed a framework that aids in improving computation offloading and control networking for drone video analytics for applications as shown in Figure 1. Our framework for drone video analytics leverages edge and cloud computing resources to optimize video-processing pipelines involving multiple drones co-operating at the network-edge. It features a learning-based dynamic computation offloading scheme, and a control networking scheme to manage various application requirements, and to intelligently schedule tasks to enhance video analytics performance, and intermittent transmission failures.

![Figure 1. Illustration of the integration of data collection and processing through a learning-based computation offloading and network protocol selection scheme.](image-url)
2.1 Prior Work on Network Simulators

There are many challenges for simulations involving the management of dynamics e.g., high-mobility in UAS networks to handle application user requirements for drone video analytics. Specifically, simulators need to support experimentation such as e.g., optimal policy-based network protocol selection (amongst QUIC, UDP, TCP) and video codec configuration (e.g., H.264, H.265). Authors in “A Trace-based ns-3 Simulation Approach for Perpetuating Real-World Experiments” propose a method of using NS-3 with real-world network traces focused on improving the ‘propagation loss model’ within NS-3 in order to make simulated experiments more closely resemble their real-world testbed counterparts. Their new ‘trace-based propagation loss model’ provides less error than the standard propagation loss model supported by NS-3, especially for cases of increasing real Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) sampling rate. Further, authors in improve upon the aforementioned trace-based model and expand it for simulation of multiple access wireless scenarios. This improvement allows for the trace-based model to be used in a wider array of simulations, most importantly UAS simulations. They do so, while still providing simulated results that are reproducible as well as accurate. It provides closer-to-real evaluation conditions and allows for access of offline, faster than real-time, experiments to a broader audience. An extensive evaluation of the trace-based simulation is presented by using the Fed4Fire+ w-iLab.2 testbed. Experiment results show that their approach outperforms pure simulation by more than 50% in terms of accuracy.

2.2 Prior Work on Drone Simulators

Network protocol simulations merit the need for using relevant trace datasets which allow for machine learning models to predict optimal decisions for a wide variety of application user requirements. For instance, UAV communication trace datasets need to take into account application-specific system configurations, real-time network environment measurements of devices and infrastructure, and geo-spatial location data. Amongst existing drone simulators, we found that UB-ANC (focused mainly on UAV simulations) and FlyNetSim (focused mainly on Ground Control Station capabilities) are exemplar in providing easy-to-use interfaces for users to simulate network events, as well as drone movements. In the UB-ANC implementation, authors propose an extensible platform for multi-drone experiments spanning simulation to real-world experimentation using the same software that is also executed on real drone hardware. UB-ANC also features NS-3 integration for use in the back-end with respect to controlling the networking aspect of the experiments. UB-ANC has a graphical user interface based on the open-source ArduPilot software that is popular for use in real-world maps and mission planning. Similarly, FlyNetSim implementation connects pure-UAV simulators with pure-network simulators in order to achieve the ability to run realistic UAS testbed simulations. Users can not only run simulation experiments relating to the high-level aspects of systems, but also they can accurately model the lower-level details involved with both UAV and other Internet of Thing (IoT) devices. FlyNetSim allows for many-to-many communication between nodes and is also implemented using NS-3 and ArduPilot.

3. SYNERGIZED DRONE AND NETWORK SIMULATOR DESIGN

To synergize drone and network simulator components and generate comprehensive experimental traces, we consider trace generation for: (a) network communication between multi-drone-edge-server architectures, and (b) computation in drone video analytics covering multiple application scenarios. In this section, we first present our system design that synergizes drone and network simulations. Following this, we present our implementation of the software components through a user-friendly interface to run synergized drone and network simulations.

3.1 System Design

Our proposed design is focused on NS-3 simulator integrated for multi-drone simulations featuring a hierarchical UAS setup involving wide-area search and intelligence gathering drones as shown in Figure 2. In the hierarchical setup, we consider co-ordination of a number of search drones that have peer-interactions while surveying a wide-area in order to inform a more highly-capable sensor-equipped drone to perform strategic intelligence collection. The application requirements we consider for simulations pertain to drone video analytics that is aimed towards creating a ‘common operating picture’. Trace-based NS-3 simulations leverage our drone video analytics related algorithms for realizing a function-centric paradigm for policy management involving: drone mobility models, computation protocol analysis and video processing pipelines.
3.2 Software Components for Systematic Trace-based UAS/network Simulations

The three main software modules in our implementation are: (i) learning-based optimal scheme selection module (*Learning*), (ii) application environment monitoring module (*Data*), and (iii) trace-based simulation and visualization module (*Analysis*). Our implementation also uses a number of machine learning models to predict and generate traces from real-world trace datasets. To assist in the visualization of experiments that involve various algorithms and datasets, we also developed a web-based user interface (UI) for showing simulation outputs, details of traces and as well as the video analytics results. Figure 3 shows our implemented software components that are designed to decouple the trace generation and visualization features in order to make our simulator more flexible and extensible. Our UI provides users (i.e., scientists, researchers and hobbyists) a visualization tool that helps with animation and intuitive simulation configurations. For instance, users can configure multi-drone flight animations based on traces generated by either real-world experiments or trace-based simulation. Further, users can use the multi-drone visualization animation along with network information and track accuracy over various time periods.
We adopt best practices for the front-end and back-end design and development of the web-based application. The interactions between the front-end and the back-end are executed in a matter of seconds in order to provide an interactive user experience. Importantly, the web-based UI is built on top of open-source frameworks, including JavaScript as the main component that provides reliability of the data displayed. For the front-end, we leverage the simplicity of Vuetifyjs, which is built on top of Vuejs and that provides clean, semantic and reusable components to help maintain the source code improvements in a sustainable manner. Lastly, the back-end of our web-based UI runs on top of Node.js. Node.js is a JavaScript runtime and an open-source server environment that runs on various platforms including Windows, Linux, Mac OS and others. It uses JavaScript on the server and can generate dynamic page content. In addition, the back-end relies on AdonisJS, which is a Node.js Model View Controller framework that provides flexible coding structures.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND DEMONSTRATION

In this section, we first introduce the experimental setup and data sets gathered from a real-world drone-based application scenario. Next, we discuss a drone analytics application demonstration featuring a multi-drone edge-server simulation.

4.1 Traces Generation for Simulation Experiments

We collect traces from real-world drone experiments in order to analyze and perform machine learning to learn features from those traces. Based on the learning, we generate scripts that help with repeatable drone and network simulation experiments. For the trace collection, we use drone video feeds with different ground surveillance video resolutions (480p, 720p, 1080p and 2K), video codecs (H.263 and H.264), corresponding to real-world multi-drone scenarios. Figure 4 shows exemplar real-world experimental video captures with multi-drone scenarios from the open-source Visdrone dataset and a related normalized dataset.

![Real-world experimental traces from the Visdrone dataset with multi-drone scenarios.](image)

Figure 5. Example of a moving object classification on ground surveillance video from a drone.

Figure 6. Image processing pipeline to investigate computation offloading.
4.2 Drone Video Analytics Demonstration

Herein, we demonstrate the benefits of synergizing drone and network simulations. We use a function-centric pipeline for drone video analytics application that involves implementation of motion detection and object tracking (as shown in Figure 5) from a drone video feed of ground surveillance. We decomposed our application pipeline into microservices based on the pipeline decomposition shown in Figure 6. The microservices are deployed as Docker containers that communicate via RESTful API calls and execute computation offloading decisions on e.g., where a certain function should be placed/computed. Our implementation runs on the Python Flask package and uses OpenCV and TensorFlow functions for application processing to complete tasks execution.

Figure 7 shows how users guided by the user interface can understand in an intuitive and visualized manner all the information they gathered from simulations of real-world scenarios. An interactive map provides realistic visualization, including drones tracking contextual markers of changing co-ordinates (from drone simulator), and network information relating to network health and control networking protocols (from network simulator). Specifically, users can access each drones’ information such as latitude, longitude, energy consumption in a simulation experiment. Similarly, the network health information users can access corresponds to e.g., drone-to-drone links status, and drone-to-GCS links status. Simulation outputs such as tracking accuracy over time can be accessed by users via interactive and animated plots. Thus, our web-based simulation platform can be useful in several scenarios involving synergistic drone and network simulations, where users can study the impact of decisions such as e.g., edge/cloud selection for application-related drone video processing over time.

![Figure 7. Simulation demonstration with an interactive map interface providing realistic multi-UAV traces and real-time network status along with drone video analytics results.](image)

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied synergies between network and drone simulators to experiment control networking schemes in drone video analytics relating to applications such as: smart agriculture, smart traffic management, and border security. Our studies are motivated by the need for realism and high-scale experimentation, which are desirable attributes to meet drone video analytics requirements of applications. We used traces generated from real-world application configurations featuring multi-drone scenarios in a simulation demonstration to show the
synergies of combining network and drone simulations. We considered traces that helped analyze various mobility models, geo-spatial link information and real-time network status. Lastly, we showed how machine learning can be used in trace-based simulations to perform predictions that help in resource management decisions of drone video analytics. Through a web-based implementation, we showed that our approach is beneficial and extendable to evaluate network-edge orchestration algorithms pertaining to e.g., management of energy consumption, video analytics performance, and networking protocols configuration.

Our future work scope includes extending our approach to perform bold simulations at high-scale considering advanced network protocol settings, and different wireless networking environments with emerging layer 1 techniques such as e.g., 5G and WiFi-6.
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